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---

**What’s the latest news?**

---

**Cutover Deadlines:** The Finance Strategic Transformation project is currently in the cutover phase, which means there are many deadlines to take into consideration during the switch from Oracle to Workday Financials. An interactive chart of cutover deadlines is available here.

**Finance Solution Center:** User Success Agents have fielded more than 4,100 email requests and we are excited to announce that users are now be able to speak with a live agent by calling (434) 924-3400 between the hours of 8am-5pm, Monday through Friday. Agents will be ready to intake new support cases and provide status updates on existing cases.

**Training Resources:** Virtual, instructor-led training is continuing through June. Along with helpful training, there are Quick Reference Guides and Course Slides that can help refresh users' knowledge. Resources are being added almost daily and can be accessed here.

---

**Other updates**

Adaptive 3.0, GL Conversion Balance, and Faculty Resources

---

**Fund Balance Ownership: Resources and Support**

Transition to Workday Financials from Oracle will bring changes to budgets vs. actuals. Even though these changes bring benefits, they represent a departure from the traditional ideas of "budgets." Knowing this, the Budget Process Redesign Group reconvened and helped the budget team refine stakeholder materials. The resources are available here.

---

**WFST**  
Multitaskers rejoice! Listen to our biweekly FST update.

**Stay in Touch**  
We’re happy to help you and your teams however we can, so reach out!

uvafinance.virginia.edu  
UVAFinance.blogspot.com  
communityhub.virginia.edu